Mountaineer tripods

series available
0. 1. 2. 3.

Gitzo’s Mountaineer tripod family was the first carbon fibre tripod in the world. For 20 years, Mountaineer tripods have been leading the field, and have
long been our most popular all-purpose tripod family.
The new Gitzo Mountaineer tripods feature Carbon eXact tubing. Carbon eXact makes tripod legs stiffer by including HM (High Modulus) carbon fibre
(5 µm fibres, more densely-packed) in the lower leg sections, and also increasing tube diameters especially in the lower leg sections. The tripod itself
has become more rigid by redesigning the top spider element.
Mountaineer also features G-lock Ultra, a redesigned version of Gitzo’s leg lock system. It’s now even more comfortable, softer to operate and has
reduced the risk of grit entering the system. The Ground Level Set, which allows the centre column to be removed for low-level shooting positions, has
been completely redesigned for faster operation; a new unlocking ring under the upper disc allows the centre column to be removed quickly, with no
need to unscrew and re-fit the upper disc and hook. Leg angle selectors have larger grip room and feature a built-in spring for quicker switching
between leg angles.
The new Mountaineer range is made up of ten tripod models across Gitzo Series 0, 1, 2 and 3, as well as three tripod and head kits in Series 1, 2 and 3.

Benefits of the new Mountaineer range:
Stiffer legs and structure
• Carbon eXact contains High Modulus carbon fibre and has larger tube
diameters
• The top spider and column lock are redesigned for enhanced rigidity
• New models are significantly stiffer than predecessors and competitors
Enhanced usability and comfort
• G-lock Ultra: softer to use, protects against dust or grit
• New Ground Level Set and leg angle selectors are easier and faster to
set up

New Carbon eXact tubing uses High Modulus carbon fibre for increased stiffness and strength

G-lock Ultra with an internal O-ring reduces dust or grit entering the system, and makes leg locks softer to use

New Ground Level Set makes switching between normal and low-angle shooting faster and easier
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